Passive items (last month)

- Discussed potential changes to the bylaws
  - Main concern was adjusting the bylaws so that senate meeting times were not set in stone for the entire academic year
- Discussed drafting a Student Fee resolution
  - Concerning USG and GSG approving a fee increase/no increase/decrease

Present items

- Drafting Student Fee resolution
- Keeping up to date with the needs of the USG members
- Continuing to be a source of information concerning the bylaws

Action items (next month)

- Meeting with the bylaws committee in the next two weeks to begin discussing future actions
  - Future actions will include:
    - Finalizing Student Fee resolution when applicable
    - Making official changes to the bylaws

Questions, concerns, announcements

- I currently have no questions, concerns, or announcements.

Monthly summary

The major things that I worked on this past month were rough drafts for the fee resolution and changes to the bylaws. For the next month I will be taking these rough drafts and, with the help of the bylaws committee, transition them to final copies ready to be approved by USG senate. Besides the resolution and bylaws changes, I will continue to use the bylaws to help investigate issues case by case should anyone within USG or without need my assistance or opinion.

People in contact with

Brandi Burnell, brandiburnell@mymail.mines.edu
Quinn Tenorio, qktenorio@mymail.mines.edu
Sevy Swift, swift@mymail.mines.edu